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1. INTRODUCTION
The solar electrical product by traditional thermodynamic way imposes the use ofa systemwhich makes it
possibleto collecton largesurfacessolarflow in orderto concentrateit in thereducedvolumeof a boiler [1-

From equations (3), (4) and (5) we get 

(13)
possibleto collecton largesurfacessolarflow in orderto concentrateit in thereducedvolumeof a boiler [1-
3]. The absorber is an important thermal converter component of the solar energythat has as a function to
absorb the incidental solar radiation, to convert it into heat and to transmit this one to a coolant. The design
of a thermal converter of solar energy requires an analysis of its heat balance taking into account the
conditionsof use[4]. It is in this objectivethatwe carriedout a generalstudyof the thermalconverterheat

For the low  temperatures, the term : 

becomes neglected and then when the selectivity                ,               and also if             ,             conditionsof use[4]. It is in this objectivethatwe carriedout a generalstudyof the thermalconverterheat

balance. One can schematically represent the chains of the stages of a solar converter on the fig.1. The
absorber surface must be well absorbed solar spectrumpower then its monochromatic absorption coefficient
mustbe very strongandit may emit very small in infraredwith which mustbe very small for the surface

becomes neglected and then when the selectivity                ,               and also if             ,             

For the high temperatures, the term   increases rapidly then we are also in the case where  because 

decreases now with the term. 
mustbe very strongandit may emit very small in infraredwith which mustbe very small for the surface
spectrum. These properties can be scheme in fig.2
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We deduce then that the selectivity is not necessary for the lower and higher temperatures. It is useful only 
in the range [40°-500°]. Generally for T< 40° we not use both selectivity and concentration and for T > 
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in the range [40°-500°]. Generally for T< 40° we not use both selectivity and concentration and for T > 
500° we use only the concentration. We can deduct, with analyze the coefficient γ that the concentration 
fixes the maximum of the efficiency  and the selectivity influence the performance coefficient, γ. What 
gives, by replacing K1 and K2 by their expression? Utilisations Storage

Fig.1.chains of the stages of a solar converter
Fig.2 optical properties of 
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gives, by replacing K1 and K2 by their expression? 

In the case where the losses by convections and conduction are taken into account in a linear form: PC =h 
(T - Ta),  One has then                                            From where the relation is deduced 

(14)

2. THERMAL  BALANCE

The problem is to determine where, in this case, we must to place the wavelength called the “stall

Fig.2 optical properties of 
absorber surface (14)

If we put                                                                , we obtain:The problem is to determine where, in this case, we must to place the wavelength called the “stall

wavelength” or the cutting wavelength λc. For doing this, we assume the following hypothesis: 
i- The absorber surface assimilated to a black body which emit in the infrared,

ii - The Sun is also assimilated to a black body at temperature Ts and monochromatic emit M
λ

(Ts). Under 

If we put                                                                , we obtain:

(15)

This function enables us to build abacuses making it possible to determine a converter system for a use, 
i.e. for an operating temperature T.ii - The Sun is also assimilated to a black body at temperature Ts and monochromatic emit M

λ
(Ts). Under 

these hypotheses we obtain the radiation efficiencyas:

(1)

i.e. for an operating temperature T.

4. RESLTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Analysis of the eq. (9), watches that the optimal cutting wavelength which represents the extremes of this

After some cancelling operations we obtain:

(2)

function, do not depends of the selectivity factor. Indeed the expression tends towardszero for the
temperature, T, tending towards zero and infinite, thus the relative irradiative output admits a maximum
for a valueλco fig.2. It is noticed that the function log10(y) (in here) is linear compared to the incident
power. Its curvesplottedon thefig.2, for goesthemof theratio (h/A) equalto 1, 5 and10 Wm-2°C-1, are

Where A, E, and  are the modelling optical properties of the absorber surface and the quantity   

is the measure proportion given in the tables. The eq. (2) can be written as:

power. Its curvesplottedon thefig.2, for goesthemof theratio (h/A) equalto 1, 5 and10 Wm-2°C-1, are
of the same lines slope of the function log10(y) = f(log10 (CG)) at various temperatures and on which one
carried out the curves (η/A) max = cte. These abacuses, thus built, make it possible to calculatethe
characteristics of a converter for a given temperature of operation. One can also calculate the factor of
selectivity,s, versus(CG) whenthe effectiveoutputis fixed. The fig.4 watchvariationof the selectivity,is the measure proportion given in the tables. The eq. (2) can be written as:

(3)                        

selectivity,s, versus(CG) whenthe effectiveoutputis fixed. The fig.4 watchvariationof the selectivity,
S, according to log10 (CG) for two temperatures 150°C and of 550°C and for of the h/Areport/ratio equal
to 1,5 and 10 Wm-2°C-1 and of the effective output price equal to 0.6. It is observed that for a plane
sensor(Pl), theoperatingtemperaturecannotreach150°C whenthelossesby convectionarenot reduced;(3)                        

In the same way, we obtain for the surface spectrum at temperature T:

The selectivity ratio of the absorber surface is defined as:

sensor(Pl), theoperatingtemperaturecannotreach150°C whenthelossesby convectionarenot reduced;
even if losses PC are weak, the value of s must be about 10 [4]. It is practically the limit of thermal
conversion using a plane sensor without concentration of the solar radiation. Inaddition, T=550°C, the
concentrations ranging between 1 and 25 result in choosing the factor of selectivity raised with an
influenceof a forced convection. To eliminatethis disadvantage,one must placeoneselfin an incident

(5)
influenceof a forced convection. To eliminatethis disadvantage,one must placeoneselfin an incident
power range correspond-ding to a concentration higher than 25, the factor of selectivity decreases then
and becomes even equal to 1 (case of a black or grey surface). One notes the threefields, on the graph of
the fig.6; correspondto the useof the selectivity alone,the simultaneoususeof the selectivity and the

From eqs. (3) nd (4), the efficiency expression,   becomes:

(6)

the fig.6; correspondto the useof the selectivity alone,the simultaneoususeof the selectivity and the
concentration or to the concentration only respectively. For a given temperature, we can also calculate the
value of the concentration, CG, according to selectivity, if we impose theeffective yield. On the fig. 6 we
are represented the variations of GC according to the selectivity for thethermal efficiency ofη/A = 0.6
different temperaturespout. To a collector, we observethat the operatingtemperaturecan not reacha(6)

With 

different temperaturespout. To a collector, we observethat the operatingtemperaturecan not reacha
certain value the convection losses are not significantly reduced, even if the loss of the convection losses,
Pc, stupid lowvalue of s must be of the order of 10 is almost the limit of the thermal conversion using
sensor concentration plan without sunlight

and                                                                  (7)

C and G are the concentration coefficient and the incident solar power respectively. C and G are the concentration coefficient and the incident solar power respectively. 
We obtain then the ratio            as only a function of the absorber temperature T.

3. OPTIMISATION OF THE ABSORBER CUTTING WAVELENGTH3. OPTIMISATION OF THE ABSORBER CUTTING WAVELENGTH

It is very clear that                      and                           we determine λc which gives us the efficiency 
maximum then that is the value gives

0                                                                                                              (8) Fig.5.Right-hand sides’ representative of the function, logy = F (log (CG)) and the curves (η/A) max = cte:0                                                                                                              (8)

After cancelling we obtain: 

Fig.5.Right-hand sides’ representative of the function, log10y = F (log10 (CG)) and the curves (η/A) max = cte:

We note that  .The analysis ofgives that; if  this expression has a

 (η/A) 

(η/A)max 

We note that  .The analysis ofgives that; if  this expression has a

maximum which corresponds to the

optimum cutting length wave of the absorber surface and shown optimum cutting length wave of the absorber surface and shown 

on the fig.3. If we assume an ideal

selectivity, we have so .  We take then                    

λc0 λ 

Fig.3. Variation of (η/A) according 
to the wavelength

5. CONCLUSION

Modelling thus presentedmakesit possibleto

Fig.6: Concentration (CG) variations versus the selectivity factor (s) to four temperatures at  η/A  = 0.6 and different values of (h/A)

Parameters valuesParameters values

Table 1. Parameters of calculus

(10)

With 0 ≤ γ 1, γ is called performance coefficient, so

Or (11)

to the wavelength Modelling thus presentedmakesit possibleto
predict the optimal cutting wave length and to
calculate the output of a converter of solar
energy and also to give a principle of
construction of abacuses in order to examine
the influencesof the whole of the parameters

.

Parameters values

Ts 5860K

T 280K

σ 5.7*10-8w/m2K4

Parameters values

γ 0.4

η/A 0.3

G 1356/m2Or (11)

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of optimum stalling wavelength of 

the surface with the concentration C. λcopis the optimum cutting
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the influencesof the whole of the parameters
characteristic of a converter.
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